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Abstract— In this work, we consider the problem of coordi-
nating the motion of a platoon of unicycle robots navigating
inside an obstacle-cluttered workspace. We assume that each
robot is equipped with on-board sensors that allow it to perceive
nearby obstacles and obtain its relative position with respect
to its preceding robot. Additionally, no robot other than the
leader of the team is able to localize itself within the workspace
and no centralized communication network exists, i.e., explicit
information exchange between the agents is unavailable. To
tackle this problem, we adopt a leader-follower architecture
and propose a novel, decentralized control law for each robot-
follower, based on the Prescribed Performance Control method,
which guarantees collision-free tracking and visual connectivity
maintenance by ensuring that each follower maintains its
predecessor within its camera field of view while keeping static
obstacles out of the line of sight for all times. Finally, we verify
the efficacy of the proposed control scheme through simulations.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the last decades, the cooperation of autonomous
robotic platforms stands as an important research direction
within the robotics field, owing to the multitude of advan-
tages it entails, such as flexibility, increased capabilities and
robustness. A particular class of robotic problems involves
the coordination of the motion of multi-robot systems in
order to achieve either a common or several independents
goals. Centralized control schemes constitute a well studied
solution to the coordination problem; nevertheless, high
computational and communication costs render them viable
only for teams with a small number of robots. Furthermore,
owing to the complexity of the underlying problem, the
scenarios dealt so far impose very strict assumptions, such as
absence of static obstacles and knowledge of the state of the
entire system, which cannot be met easily in real working
conditions. Moreover, knowledge of the entire state by each
robot necessitates the existence of a centralized localization
system and communication network, which, apart from intro-
ducing issues such as time delays and inconsistencies, may
not be available when considering unstructured workplaces.

On the other hand, decentralized control schemes for
multi-robot systems bypass the aforementioned issues, offer-
ing a more efficient and robust solution to this problem [1],
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[2], although the design of decentralized control systems
with guaranteed convergence and safety properties is, in
general, a challenging task due to incongruities between
the control objectives and the operational constraints. The
authors in [3], [4] address the formation control problem
of multi-agent systems by proposing a discrete switching
technique to avoid collisions with obstacles in the workplace.
In [5], the coordination of the multi-agent system subject to
non-holonomic constraints was studied as a visual servoing
problem. More specifically, the proposed solution was based
on the design of an appropriate navigation function for the
linearized dynamic model of the robots. Similar approaches
are considered in [6]–[11]. However, all these methods
require: i) sensors for each robot with a 360o field of view,
which have a relatively high cost and introduce a significant
distortion to the visual data, and ii) that each follower knows
the speed of its leader, which is rather unrealistic without
assuming explicit information exchange between the robots.

On the other hand, the use of sensors with limited field
of view imposes strict operational constraints, according
to which the robot-follower should keep its predecessor in
sight, to ensure the connectivity of the multi-robot system.
An initial approach based on hybrid control techniques
was presented in [12], [13] for a non-moving leader robot.
Likewise, a method for computing optimal paths for a
robot-follower that guarantee visual connectivity with a
static robot-leader, have been proposed in [14]–[16]. Similar
limitations were addressed in [17], [18] for a platoon of
multiple vehicles. Finally, in [19], [20], the authors study
the problem of maintaining visual connectivity from the
context of game theory. Nonetheless, the aforementioned
works do not consider environments occupied by obstacles, a
strict assumption that reduces their applicability to real-world
scenarios. Alternatively, the motion coordination problem
of multi-robot systems, while ensuring visual connectivity
in obstacle-cluttered workspaces, has been addressed with
techniques based either on game theory [21]–[24] or on
Artificial Potential Fields [25], [26]. Unfortunately, all these
approaches follow the centralized control architecture, and
thus, their efficiency drops as the size of the considered team
increases.

In this work, we address the problem of coordinating the
motion of a platoon of multiple unicycle robots, that operates
within a workspace occupied by static obstacles. Each robot
is equipped with proximity sensors that allow it to measure
its distance with nearby obstacles and a forward looking
camera with a limited field of view that allows it to detect
and compute the position of its predecessor. Assuming that
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the robot that leads the platoon at the front traces a safe
path inside the workplace, we propose a decentralized control
law for the followers based on the Prescribed Performance
Control (PPC) [27] method, which ensures safe navigation
of the entire team using only local measurements from the
aforementioned on-board sensors. Additionally, the proposed
control scheme guarantees that the visual connectivity be-
tween neighbouring/successive robots is not compromised,
i.e., each robot-follower maintains its predecessor within its
camera field of view and prevents occlusions of the leader
by the static obstacles. Finally, the main contributions of our
work are summarized as follows:
• Contrary to the related literature on multi-robot coordina-
tion based on sensors with limited field of view, we propose
a purely decentralized control protocol with guaranteed col-
lision avoidance and visual connectivity maintenance.
• The proposed algorithm is easy to implement since it is of
low complexity and does not require any explicit inter-robot
information exchange via a communication network.
• Contrary to our previous related works [28], [29], the
proposed scheme deals with generic workspaces involving
static obstacles of irregular shape.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Let W ⊂ R2 be a planar workspace occupied by n static
obstaclesOi, i ∈ JO with JO , {1, 2, . . . , n}, and letWf ,
W \∪i∈JOOi denote the free space. We consider a team of
N + 1 disk-shaped robots Ri of radius ri, for i ∈ JR with
JR , {0, 1, . . . , N}, which operate within Wf and whose
motion obeys the unicycle kinematic model:

ṗi = ni · ui
θ̇i = ωi,

(1)

where pi = [xi, yi]
T ∈ R2 and θi ∈ R denote the i-th

robot’s position and orientation w.r.t. an arbitrary inertial
frame, respectively, ui, ωi ∈ R denote the commanded linear
and angular velocities, and ni = [cos θi, sin θi]

T ∈ R2. We
assume that all robots other than R0 are unable to either
localize themselves within Wf or exchange explicitly infor-
mation about their state with other robots. Consequently, they
have to rely on on-board sensors for obtaining information
about their environment and their neighbours. Particularly,
each robot Ri ∈ JF , {1, 2, . . . , N} is equipped with a
forward looking camera, fixed at its center, which acquires
the relative position p̃i = pi−1−pi of robot Ri−1 expressed
in the camera’s body-fixed frame, as long as robot Ri−1
is visible by Ri. Specifically, we say that robot Ri−1 is
visible by Ri if: i) Ri−1 lies within the field of view Fi
of the camera of robot Ri, defined as a sector of angle
2βcon ∈ (0, π) and radius dcon > 0, and ii) the line segment
Li connecting Ri−1 and Ri does not intersect any obstacle
Oj , j ∈ JO (see Figure 1). Moreover, dcol > ri + ri−1
denotes the minimum allowable distance between robots
Ri and Ri−1. Additionally, every robot Ri, i ∈ JF is
equipped with proximity sensors that enable it to perceive
the unoccluded outline of nearby obstacles up to distance
dcon, thus allowing it to compute the distances dWl,i

, dWl,i

Fig. 1: Robot Ri tracking its predecessor Ri−1.

between itself and the closest boundary ofWf , as well as the
distances dl,i, dr,i between the obstacles that are closest to
the line of sight Li, from the left and right side respectively
(see Figure 1).

Notice that the sensing capabilities of the robots described
above define a line graph that is directed and rooted at robot
R0. Moreover, let di and βi be respectively the distance and
angle of view corresponding to robot Ri and its predecessor
Ri−1, given by:

di = ‖p̃i‖ (2)

βi = atan

(
ỹi
x̃i

)
− θi, (3)

where p̃i = [x̃i, ỹi]
T , for all i ∈ JF . We now formally define

the problem addressed in this work.
Problem 1: Given a feasible smooth path to be tracked

by the leading robot R0 with bounded linear and angular
velocity, design a decentralized control law for the robot
velocities ui, ωi, such that the entire team navigates safely
within the workspace while avoiding inter-robot collisions
and collisions with static obstacles, i.e.,

dcol < di(t), dWl,i
(t) > ri, dWr,i

(t) > ri (4)

and every preceding robot Ri−1 remains visible by its
following robot Ri, i.e.,

di(t) < dcon, |βi(t)| < βcon, dl,i(t) > 0, dr,i(t) > 0 (5)

for all t > 0 and i ∈ JF . Additionally, whenever possible
(owing to the aforementioned operational constraints) the
formation should attain a desired inter-robot distance d? ∈
(dcol, dcon) with zero angle of view (i.e., each follower keeps
its predecessor at the center of its camera field of view at
distance d?).

Finally, to solve the aforementioned problem we assume
that the path of the leading vehicle is smooth and feasible,
in the sense that both the leading robot R0 as well as all
followers Ri, i ∈ JF may track the safely the desired path
without compromising the visibility constraints, and that the
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initial robot configuration satisfies:

dcol < di(0) < dcon, |βi(0)| < βcon,

dWl,i
(0) > ri, dWr,i

(0) > ri, dr,i(0) > 0

for all i ∈ JF . It should be noted that the aforementioned
suppositions are not strict since they establish the feasibility
of the problem (i.e., there exists sufficient space for the
each robot to track the desired path and keep its predecessor
visible) and that initially all robots are safe and track their
predecessors, such that the proposed control scheme may be
applied1.

III. CONTROL DESIGN

In this work, we employ the Prescribed Performance
Control (PPC) design methodology [27] in order to meet
the multiple safety specifications for collision avoidance and
visibility maintenance, which are critical for the operation of
the multi-robot team. Hence, let us first define the distance
and angle of view errors:

edi (t) = di (t)− d?, eβi (t) = βi (t)

for each robot Ri, i ∈ JF with dynamics:

ėdi = −ui cos (βi) + ui−1 cos (θi − θi−1 + βi) (6)
ėβi = −ωi + ui

di
sin (βi)− ui−1

di
sin (θi − θi−1 + βi) . (7)

Based on the PPC approach, we shall design the velocity
commands ui, ωi, such that:

ρ
di
(t) < edi (t) < ρdi (t)

ρ
βi
(t) < eβi (t) < ρβi (t)

}
, ∀t ≥ 0 (8)

for appropriately selected performance functions ρ
di
(t),

ρdi (t), ρβi (t) and ρβi (t) that should satisfy for all time
the following properties:

−(d? − dcol) < ρ
di
(t) < ρdi (t) < dcon − d?

−βcon < ρ
βi
(t) < ρβi (t) < βcon. (9)

Notice that such design specifications for the distance and
angle of view performance functions guarantee that each
follower maintains the preceding robot within its camera field
of view Fi and avoids collisions with it.

The aforementioned formulation was adopted successfully
with exponential performance functions2:

ρ
di
(t) = − (d? − dcol − ρd∞) e−λt − ρd∞ ,

ρdi (t) = (dcon − d? − ρd∞) e−λt + ρd∞ ,

ρ
βi
(t) = − (βcon − ρβ∞) e−λt − ρβ∞ ,

ρβi (t) = (βcon − ρβ∞) e−λt + ρβ∞

1In case the robot-team is initially folded, which renders the aforemen-
tioned problem ill-defined, i.e., collision avoidance and visual connectivity
cannot be met simultaneously, then an initial reordering of the line graph is
needed to alleviate the deadlock. Notice that such reordering is compatible
with our formulation since all following robots are considered identical with
respect to sensing and actuation capabilities.

2The parameter λ dictates the exponential rate of convergence of the
distance and angle of view errors edi , eβi to small neighbourhoods of the
origin with size ρd∞ and ρβ∞ respectively. Notice that the properties in
(9) are satisfied and hence the preceding robot is kept within the camera
field of view of its follower.

in [28] for a platoon of multiple unicycle robots operat-
ing within an obstacle-free workspace. However, it should
be noted that the presence of static obstacles within the
workspace complicates significantly the problem at hand
since: i) obstacles may break inter-robot visibility by raising
occlusions among the robots if they stand between them,
although the preceding vehicle may lie within the camera
field of view of its follower, and ii) performing an obstacle
avoidance manoeuvre may violate visual connectivity, thus
compromising the safe operation of the multi-robot team.
Therefore, in this work we propose to modify the control
design presented in [28] by adapting the distance and angle
of view performance functions ρ

di
(t), ρdi (t), ρβi (t) and

ρβi (t) appropriately so that all operational specifications are
met simultaneously.

In particular, when a single obstacle, either from the
left or the right, depending on the motion of each pair of
preceding-following robots, tends to intervene between them
and raise either a visibility or collision risk, then we propose
to deflect the angle of view βi by modifying the corre-
sponding performance functions ρ

βi
(t), ρβi (t) (positively or

negatively respectively, but still satisfying the field of view
constraint βcon) so that the line of sight Li moves away
from the corresponding obstacle, thus ensuring that neither
a collision nor a visibility break occurs. However, during
the aforementioned maneuver to avoid an obstacle either
from the left or the right, another obstacle at the opposite
side may intervene, thus introducing a conflict, since the
deviation of the angle of view is not sufficient to bypass the
obstacles owing to their contradicting effects on the control
algorithm (i.e., the obstacle at the left of the line of sight
will lead the angle of view to positive values whereas the
obstacle at the right to negative values). Fortunately, in such
critical case the solution to the follower’s control problem
is to approach its preceding robot by reducing the distance
performance functions ρ

di
(t), ρdi (t) but keeping the inter-

robot distance greater than dcol to avoid collision. Notice that
the aforementioned strategy is viable since we have assumed
that the path of the leading robot R0 is safe for the whole
robot-team under the considered operational specifications.

Based on the aforementioned formulation, we design the
following update laws for the distance and angle of view
performance functions:

ρ̇
di

= −λ
(
ρ
di

+ ρd∞

)
− Fd,i (Fr,i + Fl,i) ,

with ρ
di
(0) = − (d? − dcol) (10a)

ρ̇di = −λ
(
ρdi − ρd∞

)
− Fd,i (Fr,i + Fl,i) ,

with ρdi (0) = dcon − d? (10b)

ρ̇
βi

= −λ
(
ρ
βi

+ ρβ∞

)
+ Fr,i − Fl,i,

with ρ
βi
(0) = −βcon (10c)

ρ̇βi = −λ
(
ρβi − ρβ∞

)
+ Fr,i − Fl,i,

with ρβi (0) = βcon (10d)

where Fl,i ,
S(min{dl,i,dWl,i−ri},δ)

min{dl,i,dWl,i−ri}
, Fr,i ,
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S(min{dr,i,dWr,i−ri},δ)
min{dr,i,dWr,i−ri}

and Fd,i , S (|Fr,i − Fl,i| , δ),
with S (?, δ) = 1 − ?

δ , ∀? ∈ [0, δ) and S (?, δ) = 0,
∀? ∈ [δ,∞), for a positive constant δ. Notice that when
the distance of the robot Ri and the line segment Li with
the surrounding obstacles is large (> δ) then both terms
Fr,i and Fl,i vanish and consequently the aforementioned
update laws yield exponential response similar to [28]. On
the other hand, when a single obstacle intervenes from the
left or the right between a follower and its predecessor
then the term Fl,i or Fr,i respectively increases, causing
the angle of view performance functions to decrease or
increase and consequently the robot and the line segment
Li to move away from the obstacle. However, when
obstacles are close to the robot or the line segment
Li from both sides, then Fr,i and Fl,i increase almost
equally, thus activating Fd,i and causing the distance
performance functions to decrease, so that the following
robot approaches its predecessor travelling in between
the obstacles. Finally, in order to ensure that the desired
properties (9) of the distance and angle of view performance
functions ρ

di
(t), ρdi (t), ρβi (t) and ρβi (t) are met for

all time, we also apply a standard Lipschitz continuous
projection operator [30] on the aforementioned update
laws over the sets: [− (d? − dcol) , dcon − d? − 2ρd∞ ],
[− (d? − dcol)− 2ρd∞ , dcon − d?] , [−βcon, βcon − 2ρβ∞ ]
and [−βcon + 2ρβ∞ , βcon], respectively.

Subsequently, we present the velocity control protocol
for each robot Ri, i ∈ JF that establishes prescribed
performance with respect to the aforementioned performance
functions (10) by guaranteeing the inequalities (8) for the dis-
tance and angle of view errors for all time. More specifically,
we first define the transformed errors εdi , ln

(
edi−ρdi
ρdi−edi

)
and εβi , ln

(
eβi−ρβi
ρβi−eβi

)
. Notice that if we manage to keep

the transformed error signals εdi (t) and εβi (t) bounded
for all time3, via the appropriate selection of the velocity
commands, then it is easy to check that we also guarantee
(8) for all time, no matter how large the upper bound of
εdi (t) and εβi (t) is. Consequently, the problem at hand, as
described by (8), has been recast as a simple stabilization
problem of the transformed error signals εdi (t) and εβi (t),
which can be resolved by the following velocity control
protocol:

ui =
1

cos(βi)

(
kdεdi −

ρ̇
di
(ρdi−edi)+ρ̇di

(
edi−ρdi

)
ρdi−ρdi

)
(11)

ωi =
ui
di

sin (βi) + kβεβi −
ρ̇
βi
(ρβi−eβi)+ρ̇βi

(
eβi−ρβi

)
ρβi−ρβi

.

(12)

with positive control gains kd and kβ .
Theorem 1: Consider a team of unicycle robots that op-

erates within a planar and obstacle cluttered environment,
under the safety and visibility constraints that were described

3Owing to the appropriately selected initial value of the performance
functions (10) and the assumption that the robot configuration meets initially
all the operational specifications, the transformed errors are finite at t = 0.

in Section II. Moreover, assume that the leading robot of
the team R0 follows a safe and feasible path within the
workspace and that initially at t = 0 all safety and visibility
constraints are satisfied. The proposed decentralized control
protocol (11) and (12) along with the update laws that modify
the performance functions (10) navigates safely the robot
team within the workspace by avoiding any collisions and
visibility breaks.

Proof: Based on the formulated problem the underlying
graph of the multi-robot team comprises a directed line graph
rooted to the leading vehicle R0. Therefore, the analysis may
be broken down into pairs of preceding and following robots
starting from the leading one until the last. Thus, let us define
the positive definite function of the transformed errors:

Vi =
1
2ε

2
di +

1
2ε

2
βi

Differentiating with respect to time and invoking the error
dynamics (6) and (7), we get:

V̇i =
εdi

(
ρdi−ρdi

)
(ρdi−edi)

(
edi−ρdi

)
(
ui−1 cos (θi − θi−1 + βi)

− ui cos (βi)−
ρ̇
di
(ρdi−edi)+ρ̇di

(
edi−ρdi

)
ρdi−ρdi

)

+
εβi

(
ρβi−ρβi

)
(ρβi−eβi)

(
eβi−ρβi

)
(
− ui−1

di
sin (θi − θi−1 + βi)

− ωi + ui
di

sin (βi)−
ρ̇
βi
(ρβi−eβi)+ρ̇βi

(
eβi−ρβi

)
ρβi−ρβi

)
.

Hence, substituting the proposed control protocol (11) and
(12), we arrive at:

V̇i =
εdi

(
ρdi

−ρ
di

)
(ρdi−edi)

(
edi

−ρ
di

)(ui−1 cos (θi − θi−1 + βi)− kdεdi
)

−
εβi

(
ρβi

−ρ
βi

)
(ρβi−eβi)

(
eβi

−ρ
βi

) (
kβεβi +

ui−1

di
sin (θi − θi−1 + βi)

)

Notice also that by design (owing to the projection applied on
(10)) the distance and angle of view performance functions
guarantee that if the corresponding errors evolve within
them as dictated by (8) then di > dcol > 0 and |βi| <
βcon < π

2 . Moreover, the terms
ρdi−ρdi

(ρdi−edi)
(
edi−ρdi

) and

ρβi−ρβi
(ρβi−eβi)

(
eβi−ρβi

) are strictly positive. Finally, the velocity

ui−1 is bounded by induction starting from the velocity of
the leading robot R0. Consequently, the right terms in both
parenthesis are bounded and we easily deduce that the trans-
formed errors εdi and εβi are uniformly ultimately bounded.
As a result, the prescribed performance encapsulated by the
inequalities (8) is satisfied for all time and thus neither
collisions nor visibility breaks occur. Furthermore, all closed
loop system signals remain bounded, which completes the
proof.
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Remark 1: It should be noted that the proposed control
protocol (11) and (12) along with the update laws (10)
employs information that is exclusively acquired by the
forward looking camera and the proximity sensors that are
mounted on each robot. Thus, its implementation is purely
decentralized and, contrary to other works in the related
literature, does not necessitate for any explicit network
communication among the robots, e.g., communicating in-
formation for the velocity of the preceding robot. Moreover,
notice that the operational specifications are satisfied via the
appropriate modification of the performance functions (10),
hence simplifying the selection of the control gains kd and
kβ . Nevertheless, it should be stressed that their values affect
both the response of the distance and angle of view errors
within the corresponding performance bounds as well as the
control signal. Therefore, additional fine tuning might be
needed in real robot implementation to meet the actuation
constraints.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

To validate the aforementioned control protocol, we have
conducted an extensive simulation study in MATLAB for
a team of 7 following robots and a leading one, operating
within a complex workspace that involves narrow passages
through which the leading robot safely navigates (see Fig. 2).
The radius of the robots is ri = 0.2m, i ∈ JF , the
desired inter-robot distance is d? = 2m and the operational
constraints are set as dcol = 0.5m, dcon = 4m and βcon =
45π
180 rad. Moreover, we selected the following performance
function parameters λ = 1, ρd∞ = 0.1m, ρβ∞ = 0.1rad.
Finally, the parameters of the control protocol were chosen
as kd = kβ = 4 and δ = 0.5.

The results are given in Figs. 2 and 3. More specifically,
Fig. 2 depicts 8 successive snapshots of the robot team within
the workspace, every 10 seconds, along with the camera
field of view of each following robot. Notice that initially
at t = 0sec all preceding robots lie within the camera
field of view of their followers and are kept within it for
all time after, despite the sharp corners of the considered
narrow workspace. Additionally, the evolution of the distance
and angle of view errors is given in Fig. 3, along with
the corresponding performance functions and the operational
specifications. Apparently, the proposed decentralized con-
trol protocol retained the distance and angle of view errors
within the performance envelope without compromising the
the safety of the multi-robot team (i.e., neither collisions
nor visibility breaks occurred). Finally, the operation of
the multi-robot teams is demonstrated by the video at the
following link:

https://youtu.be/yRBteQSzeVQ

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we tackled the problem of coordinating
the motion of a platoon of unicycle robots that navigate
within an obstacle-cluttered workspace. Given that each

Fig. 2: The operation of the robot-team (blue color indicates
the leading robot and black the following ones) is depicted
for 8 consecutive time instants, every 10 seconds. Each
camera field of view is given by the black quadrants.

robot is equipped with proximity sensors for detecting nearby
obstacles and a forward looking camera for tracking the
preceding robot, we developed a safe decentralized control
strategy that avoids collisions while maintaining visual con-
nectivity between every pair of successive robots for all time.
Finally, simulations results were presented that demonstrate
the efficacy of the proposed control scheme.

Future research efforts will be devoted towards incorporat-
ing hard constraints on the velocity commands to increase the
applicability of our approach. Moreover, we plan to verify
the theoretical findings via experimental results, employing
real unicycle robotic vehicles.
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